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Abstract

Hydroxyl radical (OH) is the main daytime oxidant in the troposphere and determines the
atmospheric lifetimes of many compounds. We use aircraft measurements of O3, H2O, NO, and other species
from the Convective Transport of Active Species in the Tropics (CONTRAST) ﬁeld campaign, which occurred in the
tropical western Paciﬁc (TWP) during January–February 2014, to constrain a photochemical box model and
estimate concentrations of OH throughout the troposphere. We ﬁnd that tropospheric column OH (OHCOL)
inferred from CONTRAST observations is 12 to 40% higher than found in chemical transport models (CTMs),
including CAM-chem-SD run with 2014 meteorology as well as eight models that participated in POLMIP (2008
meteorology). Part of this discrepancy is due to a clear-sky sampling bias that affects CONTRAST observations;
accounting for this bias and also for a small difference in chemical mechanism results in our empirically based
value of OHCOL being 0 to 20% larger than found within global models. While these global models simulate
observed O3 reasonably well, they underestimate NOx (NO + NO2) by a factor of 2, resulting in OHCOL ~30% lower
than box model simulations constrained by observed NO. Underestimations by CTMs of observed CH3CHO
throughout the troposphere and of HCHO in the upper troposphere further contribute to differences between
our constrained estimates of OH and those calculated by CTMs. Finally, our calculations do not support the
prior suggestion of the existence of a tropospheric OH minimum in the TWP, because during January–February
2014 observed levels of O3 and NO were considerably larger than previously reported values in the TWP.

1. Introduction
©2016. American Geophysical Union.
All Rights Reserved.
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The hydroxyl radical (OH) is the most important oxidant in the troposphere. Abundances of many species,
such as CH4, CO, SO2, and certain halocarbons, are determined in part by the concentration of tropospheric
OH. The lifetime of methane (CH4), the second most important anthropogenic greenhouse gas, is primarily
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controlled by tropospheric OH [Levy, 1971; Prather et al., 2012]. The geographic distribution of carbon
monoxide (CO), a long-lived anthropogenic pollutant, in global chemistry models depends on the accuracy of
tropospheric OH as well as CO emissions [Levy, 1971; Shindell et al., 2006; Monks et al., 2015; Strode et al., 2015].
The lifetime of SO2, a product of anthropogenic activities, is also sensitive to the concentration of OH
[Calvert et al., 1978]. Of the very short lived (VSL) halocarbons, dibromomethane (CH2Br2), bromochloromethane
(CH2BrCl), and all chlorocarbons (CH2Cl2, CHCl3, and higher-order compounds) are lost predominantly by reaction
with OH [Stratospheric Processes and their Role in Climate (SPARC), 2013]. Finally, the OH-initiated oxidation of
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) is an important production mechanism for tropospheric ozone (O3)
[Hough and Derwent, 1987].
A primary motivation for improved understanding of tropical tropospheric OH arises from the considerable
range in the global burden of OH that is estimated in global models. Concentrations of OH maximize near
the surface in the tropical troposphere [Spivakovsky et al., 2000], so the mean tropospheric abundance of
OH and CH4 lifetime within global models are largely inﬂuenced by the tropics [Bloss et al., 2005]. The
Atmospheric Chemistry and Climate Model Intercomparison Project (ACCMIP) analyzed 14 models and found
a 62% spread (full range of values divided by the multimodel mean) in global burdens of OH [Voulgarakis
et al., 2013]. Most of the models analyzed were chemistry-climate models (CCMs); i.e., they were run using
internally generated dynamics and atmospheric moisture. Other projects that compare output solely from
chemistry transport models (CTMs, in which model dynamics are based upon meteorological reanalysis ﬁelds)
might be expected to have better constrained OH due to the use of similar transport. Our analysis of one such
project, the POLARCAT Model Intercomparison Project (POLMIP) [Emmons et al., 2015], suggests that the spread
in global mean OH across eight models is ~31%: a smaller range, but for fewer models (J. M. Nicely et al., manuscript in preparation). For POLMIP, effort was made to use the same emissions of NOx, CO, and VOCs among the
various models, which also likely explains the smaller range of OH in this CTM comparison. Other intercomparison studies show large variations in computed OH: Shindell et al. [2006] reported a 65% spread in global mean
OH among 26 models, and Fiore et al. [2009] found an 80% spread among 12 models. Both of these studies
examined OH from global models run as CTMs. Furthermore, there is considerable spread in the computed
difference in tropospheric mean OH between preindustrial and present, ranging from a 14% increase to a
14% decrease, among 16 global models examined by Naik et al. [2013].
Considering these large spreads in OH burdens among various global models, it is not surprising that models
also disagree on the future evolution of OH concentrations. Voulgarakis et al. [2013] found that the ACCMIP
models do not agree on the sign of change in the global burden of OH over the next century. Early estimates
of the effect of climate change on atmospheric chemistry predicted that global OH burdens would decline
with expected increases in global burdens of CH4 and CO [e.g., Houghton et al., 1996]. However, many facets
of OH chemistry were simpliﬁed in these studies. It is now believed that other factors, including increasing
water vapor and NOx [Stevenson et al., 2000; Hauglustaine et al., 2005] as well as rising temperatures leading
to faster CH4 oxidation [Johnson et al., 1999], could instead result in larger future burdens of OH [Stevenson et al.,
2006]. Given that climate modelers seek to understand a wide range of possible future conditions through
consideration of many factors, the community should deﬁne how well various models represent OH in the
contemporary atmosphere as a ﬁrst step to assessing the reliability of projections of tropospheric OH.
Another issue confronting the modeling community is that global models [Naik et al., 2013] systematically
underestimate τ CH4 by ~1.75 years (~16%) relative to the current empirical best estimate of 11.2 years
[Prather et al., 2012; Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2013]. Here and throughout, we use τ CH4
to refer to the photochemical lifetime of CH4 with respect to loss by tropospheric OH. Measurements of
methyl chloroform (MCF: CH3CCl3) decay rates are most commonly used to empirically determine the mean
tropospheric concentration of OH as well as τ CH4 [Singh, 1977; Prinn et al., 2005; Montzka et al., 2011]. For
example, Prinn et al. [2005] reported τ CH4 of 10:2þ0:9
0:7 years in 2003 based on the observed decay of MCF.
More recently, Prather et al. [2012] reported a value for τ CH4 of 11.2 ± 1.3 years (uncertainty is one standard
deviation (σ) conﬁdence interval). The Prather et al. [2012] analysis also included loss of CH4 by soils, reactions
in the stratosphere, reaction with tropospheric atomic chlorine, as well as the reaction with tropospheric OH,
leading to an overall lifetime of 9.1 ± 0.9 years. The burdens of tropospheric OH from the ACCMIP CCMs and
POLMIP CTMs discussed earlier yield mean CH4 lifetimes of 9.8 ± 1.6 [Voulgarakis et al., 2013] and 8.1 ± 0.9 years
(J. M. Nicely et al., manuscript in preparation), respectively, where the uncertainties are 1σ about the multimodel
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mean. The discrepancy between MCF-based and model-based estimates of τ CH4 could be resolved if the burden
of tropospheric OH within global models were shown to be too high, based on actual tropospheric abundances.
Another possible resolution to this discrepancy would be an error in the MCF-based estimate of τ CH4. Krol and
Lelieveld [2003] pointed out that stockpiling and later release of MCF, as the Montreal Protocol was being implemented, could lead to an uncertainty that during the time of release of stockpiled MCF, if not considered, would
lead to an overestimate of τ CH4 via the MCF method and therefore could help resolve this discrepancy. Wennberg
et al. [2004] noted the importance of air-sea exchange of MCF, which during times of oceanic release would similarly lead to an overestimate of τ CH4 by the MCF method. Conversely, Wang et al. [2008] used three-dimensional
model estimates of OH, together with MCF abundance and emission data, to suggest the actual value of τ CH4 via
the MCF method is longer than found in other studies.
The short-lived, reactive nature of OH as well as its low mixing ratio (a fraction of a part per trillion by volume,
hereafter ppt) make OH a challenging compound to measure accurately. As a result, observational constraints
on OH are often restricted in spatial and temporal coverage. In regions where air is convectively lofted to the
tropopause, such as the tropical western Paciﬁc (TWP) [Newell and Gould-Stewart, 1981; Hatsushika and
Yamazaki, 2003; Fueglistaler et al., 2004], quantiﬁcation of the abundance of OH is crucial to evaluating the
composition of air at the base of the stratosphere [SPARC, 2013]. Measurements of OH in the TWP are limited
to several campaigns, including the Paciﬁc Exploratory Mission-Tropics B (PEM-Tropics B) [Tan et al., 2001],
which sampled the upper troposphere over the Paciﬁc in March–April 1999 but only skirted the warm pool
region. Measurements of OH precursors from the accompanying PEM-Tropics A campaign in September–
October 1996 were also used to calculate OH using a box model [Olson et al., 2001]. The sampling from both
PEM-Tropics campaigns is representative of the pristine Southern Hemisphere Paciﬁc and relatively clean
central Northern Hemisphere Paciﬁc. Diurnally averaged OH concentrations from PEM-Tropics A and B maximize in the tropical lower troposphere, peaking at a value of ~1.7 × 106 cm3 [Olson et al., 2001]. This peak
value of OH is similar to what we infer over the TWP warm pool. Similarly, the Mauna Loa Observatory
Photochemistry Experiment (MLOPEX 2) found that observations of free tropospheric OH in the central
Paciﬁc at 10:00 A.M. during spring 1992 were ~4 × 106 cm3 [Eisele et al., 1996], similar to values calculated
in our study. The Transport and Chemical Evolution over the Paciﬁc (TRACE-P) campaign conducted measurements of OH across the Paciﬁc Ocean [Jacob et al., 2003], though the only results noted for the remote marine
environment occurred at night [Mauldin et al., 2003]. The STRAT campaign also provided observations of TWP
OH when it sampled an upper tropospheric air parcel under sunlit conditions near Hawaii that had originated
from convective outﬂow in the TWP. This air parcel had extremely low hydroxyl concentrations
(~0.5 × 106 cm3), which Gao et al. [2014] suggested could be indicative of the TWP warm pool; the low number density of nitric oxide (i.e., [NO] < 1 × 108 cm3) suppressed the normally rapid conversion of HO2 to OH.
Rex et al. [2014] similarly found observational evidence of a marked OH minimum throughout the TWP troposphere. In this case, the OH minimum was driven by low mixing ratios of O3 (<15 ppb) measured by sondes
during the TransBrom ship-based campaign in October 2009 [Kruger and Quack, 2013]. Calculations conducted using the GEOS-Chem model, which agreed well with the low O3 measurements [Ridder et al.,
2012], resulted in low values of [OH] (≤0.75 × 106 cm3) likely as a result of suppressed primary production
[Rex et al., 2014]. While there are no direct measurements of OH in the central region of the TWP, the suggestion of the existence of depressed OH as a result of low concentrations of NO or O3 (or a combination of these
two factors), which Rex et al. [2014] termed an “OH hole,” motivates the need for increased observational constraints to better quantify OH in the TWP.
The PEM-West A and B campaigns also provided measurements of many species with the exception of OH in
the TWP region for boreal autumn 1991 and spring 1994, respectively [Hoell et al., 1996, 1997]. Notably, during the springtime campaign, bimodal distributions of NOx and O3 were observed frequently [Crawford et al.,
1997], consistent with observations from the Convective Transport of Active Species in the Tropics
(CONTRAST) campaign [Pan et al., 2015; Anderson et al., 2016]. However, the PEM-West B observations differ
from CONTRAST observations in that elevated CO did not accompany the high NOx and O3 measurements. As
a result, Crawford et al. [1997] attribute the elevated NOx primarily to lightning occurring in conjunction with
continental deep convection. Anderson et al. [2016] ﬁnd high correlation of elevated O3 with elevated tracers
of biomass burning, so the higher values of NOx presented here are likely the result of burning activities over
Africa and Southeast Asia in addition to lightning NOx generation. Data from the PEM-West A campaign in
NICELY ET AL.
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autumn, however, showed primarily
clean conditions corresponding to
the low O3, low NOx regime that was
sometimes present in the springtime
campaign [Crawford et al., 1997].

Figure 1. Flight tracks of the GV aircraft during the CONTRAST campaign,
January–February 2014. Portions of ﬂight tracks used in this study are shown
in blue; criteria for including aircraft data are SZA ≤ 60°, latitude between
0°N and 20°N, and longitude between 132°E and 162°E (latitude/longitude
bounds indicated by red box), and presence of valid data for O3 and CO at the
time and location of observation. Portions of ﬂight tracks not included in this
study are shown in grey. Research Flight (RF) 07 is highlighted in green.

Very short lived (VSL) halocarbons
can contribute to O3 loss in the lowermost stratosphere [Salawitch et al.,
2005], a process facilitated by
convective lofting in the TWP
[Aschmann et al., 2009; Ashfold et al.,
2012; Hossaini et al., 2012; Fernandez
et al., 2014; Liang et al., 2014]. We
use the common convention that
VSL refers to any species with a tropospheric lifetime of 6 months or
less, such that the distribution within
the troposphere is expected to be
nonuniform [Law et al., 2007]. With
lifetimes on the order of days to
months, the efﬁciency of these species passing into the stratosphere
hinges on the concentration of OH
in the TWP [Rex et al., 2014].

We use data collected during the CONTRAST aircraft campaign [Pan et al., 2016], conducted during January
and February 2014 from Guam (13.5°N, 144.8°E), to model the abundance of OH in the TWP. While OH was not
observed during CONTRAST, a multitude of chemical species, radiative variables, and meteorological parameters needed to model the in situ production and loss of OH were measured. The DSMACC box model
[Emmerson and Evans, 2009], constrained to observations of OH precursors and related species, is used to calculate instantaneous and 24 h average OH. We then compare our results to values of OH computed by the
CAM-chem-SD model, run in the speciﬁed dynamics mode for 2014 [Lamarque et al., 2012; Tilmes et al.,
2015]. Additional box model runs were performed to determine which OH precursor species drive the differences between the modeled and observationally derived OH. We also assess the impact on OH of high-O3,
low-H2O (HOLW) structures frequently observed in the midtroposphere throughout CONTRAST [Pan et al.,
2015; Anderson et al., 2016]. Additionally, the local lifetime of CH2Br2 (τ CH2Br2), a brominated VSL lost primarily
by reaction with OH, is evaluated and compared to previously published estimates. Finally, we compare our
observationally constrained OH distribution to output from the POLMIP CTMs to highlight a few possible
shortcomings in these global models.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. CONTRAST Campaign
The CONTRAST campaign [Pan et al., 2016] was based in Guam (13.5°N, 144.8°E) during January and February
2014. Observations were obtained by a suite of chemical, meteorological, microphysical, and radiative instruments on board the NSF/NCAR Gulfstream V (GV) aircraft. The foci of various research ﬂights (RFs) consisted of
surveying the TWP, sampling convective outﬂow, and obtaining observations across both the Intertropical
Convergence Zone and the subtropical jet stream. Our study uses observations acquired over the portion
of the TWP sampled extensively during CONTRAST; i.e., the region bounded by latitudes 0°N to 20°N,
longitudes 132°E to 162°E (Figure 1). We further restrict our study to data collected during times when measurements of O3 and CO exist and solar zenith angle (SZA) < 60° (i.e., midday or higher solar illumination).
Within these constraints, we analyzed data collected during the portions of RFs 04 to 15 that lie within the
red box of Figure 1. Data collected during the three transit ﬂights (RF 01, 02, and 16) are excluded, as are data
collected during RF03 since measurements of CO are not available.
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The CONTRAST measurements used in this study include O3 and NO obtained on board the GV aircraft by
chemiluminescence at a frequency of 1 Hz with 1σ precisions of 0.5 ppb and 10 ppt, respectively, both with
uncertainties of 5% [Ridley and Grahek, 1990]. CO measurements were obtained using an Aero-Laser 5002
vacuum ultraviolet ﬂuorescence instrument at a frequency of 1 Hz and with a 2σ uncertainty of 3 ppb ± 3%
[Gerbig et al., 1999]. Water vapor mixing ratios were measured by an open-path laser hygrometer at a frequency of 1 Hz and 2σ precision of < 3% [Zondlo et al., 2010]. CH4 measurements were made using a
Picarro G2311-fm CO2/CH4/H2O cavity ringdown spectrometer with output provided at 1 Hz with a 1σ
precision of 3 ppb [Crosson, 2008]. Formaldehyde (HCHO) was measured via laser-induced ﬂuorescence by
the NASA in situ airborne formaldehyde (ISAF) instrument with reported values at 1 Hz frequency and 2σ
uncertainty of ± 20 ppt [Cazorla et al., 2015]. A number of organic trace gas measurements are used from the
Trace Organic Gas Analyzer (TOGA) gas chromatograph/mass spectrometer (GCMS) instrument [Apel et al.,
2015]. Acetone (CH3COCH3), isoprene (C5H8), propane (C3H8), methanol (CH3OH), and acetaldehyde (CH3CHO)
were measured with a sampling time of 35 s and output every 2 min. Additionally, HCHO from TOGA is
sporadically used when data from ISAF are unavailable. Limits of detection (uncertainties) for the TOGA
species are the following: 20 ppt (20% or 40 ppt) for CH3COCH3, 1 ppt (15% or 2 ppt) for C5H8, 10 ppt
(30% or 20 ppt) for C3H8, 20 ppt (30% or 40 ppt) for CH3OH, 5 ppt (20% or 10 ppt) for CH3CHO, and
20 ppt (100% or 80 ppt) for HCHO. Finally, photolysis frequencies for the reactions

O3 þ hν→O2 þ O 1 D
(R1)

(R2)
NO2 þ hν→NO þ O 3 P
are provided every 6 s, calculated from measurements of upwelling and downwelling, spectrally resolved
actinic ﬂux density by the HIAPER Airborne Radiation Package (HARP) [Shetter and Muller, 1999]. Total 1σ
uncertainties for the photolysis frequencies of (R1) (hereafter denoted J(O1D)) and (R2) (denoted J(NO2))
are estimated to be 25% and 12%, respectively. These estimates account for calibration, instrumental, and
spectral (including cross section and quantum yield) uncertainties.
The data set described above was adapted to a variable time resolution for this study because we conduct numerous box model simulations of observations collected along each ﬂight track. For level altitude ﬂight legs a resolution of 10 min is used, whereas a ﬁner resolution of 30 s is implemented for aircraft ascent or descent. This variable
time resolution preserves ﬁne-scale features, such as HOLW structures, often observed within vertical proﬁles.
Measurements are averaged (i.e., along either 30 s or 10 min intervals) when valid data are present. This choice
of variable temporal resolution results in 2600 samples of atmospheric composition across the 12 ﬂights.
2.2. DSMACC Box Model
We use the Dynamically Simple Model for Atmospheric Chemical Complexity (DSMACC) to perform box
model calculations of OH [Emmerson and Evans, 2009]. This box model uses the Kinetic PreProcessor (KPP)
[Damian et al., 2002], the Tropospheric Ultraviolet and Visible radiation model version 4.2 (TUV) [Palancar
et al., 2011], and a subset (644 species; 2046 chemical reactions) of the Master Chemical Mechanism (MCM)
[Jenkin et al., 1997; Saunders et al., 2003] version 3.3 [Jenkin et al., 2015]. The box model is constrained to
CONTRAST measurements of meteorological variables, O3, CO, NO, HCHO, H2O, C3H8, CH4, C5H8,
CH3COCH3, CH3OH, and CH3CHO mixing ratios, as well as J(O1D) and J(NO2). Constraints for all nonradical
chemical species (all chemicals listed above except NO) result in that variable being held ﬁxed at the initial
value for the duration of the model run. A box model simulation progresses through several solar cycles until
diel steady state is achieved (i.e., the fractional change in concentrations of radical species from one solar cycle
to the next is near zero). The sum of NO + NO2 + NO3 + N2O5 + HO2NO2 + HONO is held constant throughout a
simulated solar cycle, but the concentrations of the individual species vary with solar illumination. At the end of
each solar cycle, each of the NOy compounds listed above is scaled by the ratio of observed NO to modeled NO.
This ensures that the total of the NOy species in the model is internally self-consistent with the observed NO
concentrations. Photolysis frequencies also vary diurnally. They are ﬁrst calculated by the TUV module for the
latitude, longitude, and pressure coordinates of the speciﬁc observation and for albedo (0.05) and overhead column O3 (224 Dobson units (DU) total column, 194 DU stratospheric column) values representative of the TWP
for January/February. The photolysis frequencies are then scaled to the observed J value at the time of observation via a multiplicative factor. This multiplicative factor is applied throughout the diurnal cycles simulated by
the model. The J values for other species are scaled according to a combination of the J(NO2) and J(O1D) scaling
NICELY ET AL.
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factors, determined by the wavelength range in which the species photolyze. The calculated J values are insensitive to the chosen albedo and overhead column O3 values chosen above due to subsequent scaling of the J
values to match the observations. Upon reaching diurnal steady state, the box model outputs the ﬁnal 24 h
(at 10 min intervals) of chemical concentrations, J values, and reaction rates, enabling us to evaluate both
instantaneous OH (at the time of observation) and 24 h average OH.
For the analysis of OH during the CONTRAST campaign the box model is constrained to the 11 chemical measurements (noted above) obtained by instruments on board the GV aircraft, plus J(O1D), J(NO2), temperature,
pressure, latitude, longitude, and local solar time. These calculated OH values will hereafter be referred to as
“GV OH.” Additional box modeling calculations are performed, constrained to the output from the global
models described below.
Given the variable temporal resolution of speciﬁc instruments, as well as occasional gaps due to instrument performance or routine calibrations, valid data are frequently unavailable. For example, only 311 of the
aforementioned 2600 samples of atmospheric composition have valid measurements of all 13 GV parameters.
To obtain a robust estimate of GV OH (i.e., representative of the mean state of the TWP during January and
February 2014), we have developed a method to ﬁll in missing data values. Given the importance and atmospheric variability of O3, all atmospheric samples used here must include a valid measurement of O3. For other
species as well as J(O1D) and J(NO2), if missing data occur before measurements of a particular variable have
been made (i.e., during the initial leg) or after an instrument has stopped sampling, missing data are ﬁlled in
by averaging all other valid measurements that exist within 0.5° latitude, 0.5° longitude, and 2000 m altitude
for the speciﬁc ﬂight. This helps ensure that the substitute value is from a similar air mass sampled close in location to where missing data are reported. For missing data that occur when measurements exist both earlier and
later in the current ﬂight, a value is found by linearly interpolating between the two closest valid data points. An
exception is made for H2O when altitude is varying; in these cases, gaps in the H2O mixing ratio are either ﬁlled
using the latitude/longitude/altitude binning method (if available) or the sampling interval is excluded from the
analysis. For HCHO, we use measurements from the ISAF instrument whenever valid data points exist. When
HCHO from ISAF is unavailable, observations from the TOGA instrument are used. In this case, regression of
ISAF against TOGA HCHO is used on a ﬂight-by-ﬂight basis to account for instrument differences. The effect
of this method for ﬁlling in missing data on our results is further examined in section 3.2.
Because the GV aircraft was sampling in the remote TWP, the mixing ratios of the organic trace gases measured by TOGA used in this analysis (C3H8, C5H8, CH3COCH3, CH3OH, and CH3CHO) were at times below
the limit of detection (LOD) of the instrument. When the abundance of a compound was below the LOD,
we speciﬁed abundance based on the number of “below LOD” data points reported in succession. Mixing
ratio equal to 50% of the LOD was speciﬁed when fewer than 10 below LOD data points occurred in succession; conversely, a mixing ratio equal to 20% of the LOD was used when 10 or more below LOD data points
occurred in succession. Isoprene (C5H8) is the species most commonly affected by the TOGA LOD. Our scientiﬁc results are unaffected by any reasonable assumption for [C5H8] and the other organics when below the
TOGA LOD, including speciﬁcation of [C5H8] = 0 within the model.
We have tagged each of the 13 GV variables, to assess for all 2600 samples whether and how data gaps were
ﬁlled. The scientiﬁc results shown below are the same whether the analysis is based on the 300 sampling
intervals when valid data exist for all species or the 2600 intervals considered below. We have chosen to show
results for the 2600 intervals, since this provides more complete sampling of the TWP.
2.3. CAM-chem-SD (Winter 2014)
The Community Atmosphere Model version 4.0 (CAM4) is the atmospheric component of the global
chemistry-climate Community Earth System Model (CESM) [Lamarque et al., 2012; Tilmes et al., 2015]. The model
can be run with active chemistry, a conﬁguration referred to as CAM-chem. For the winter 2014 calculations
conducted for the CONTRAST campaign, the internally derived meteorological ﬁelds were nudged using
NASA GEOS5 analysis ﬁelds [Tilmes et al., 2015] with a horizontal resolution of 0.94° latitude × 1.25° longitude
and 56 vertical levels, which we denote CAM-chem-SD (SD for speciﬁed dynamics). The model chemistry
scheme includes a detailed representation of tropospheric and stratospheric chemistry (~180 species and
~500 chemical reactions), including brominated [Fernandez et al., 2014] and iodinated [Saiz-Lopez et al.,
2014] very short lived organic compounds. Anthropogenic emissions of O3 and aerosol precursors are from
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RCP 6.0 for year 2014 [Meinshausen et al., 2011; van Vuuren et al., 2011], and biomass burning emissions are from
the Fire Inventory for NCAR (FINN) [Wiedinmyer et al., 2011].
Output from CAM-chem-SD includes all the species and variables used to constrain and initialize the box model,
as described in section 2.2. The model output is linearly interpolated to the aircraft latitude, longitude, and local
solar time for all ﬂights in the campaign, providing us with “curtains,” or output at all model vertical levels along
the space/time coordinate of each research ﬂight. The curtain ﬁle model output allows for quantitative comparison of GV OH to CAM-chem-SD OH, for GV OH to be visualized in the context of surrounding atmospheric
features, and for the causes of differences between GV OH and CAM-chem-SD OH to be assessed.
Variations between observationally constrained box model OH and global model OH may result from a number of factors, including differences in the chemical mechanism within the two models. The importance of the
chemical mechanism is assessed by examining whether the box model can reproduce CAM-chem-SD OH,
when constrained to the 13 precursor species output from CAM-chem-SD. We therefore perform box
model calculations of OH based on inputs from CAM-chem-SD for each ﬂight. Additionally, differences
between GV OH and CAM-chem-SD OH may arise from differences in the OH precursor ﬁelds. This effect is
examined by performing variable “swaps,” in which the box model is constrained by OH precursor ﬁelds from
CAM-chem-SD except for a single input ﬁeld taken instead from the GV observations. The resulting difference
in OH between the “all CAM-chem-SD” box model run and the “all CAM-chem-SD + GV [variable]” run can
then be ascribed to that precursor ﬁeld. In this work, swap runs are performed using GV O3, H2O, NOx
(NO + NO2), CO, C5H8, HCHO, CH3CHO, J(O1D), and J(NO2). These swap runs are performed for all ﬂights.
The differences between GV OH and CAM-chem-SD OH are further quantiﬁed by calculating tropospheric
column OH values. We integrate the 24 h mean OH number density ([OH24 HR]) vertical proﬁle, averaged for all
ﬂights, for each simulation of OH: GV OH, CAM-chem-SD OH (produced by the box model constrained to
CAM-chem-SD precursors), and the swaps of the nine variables listed above. We also perform one additional
simulation to examine the effect of a possible clear-sky sampling bias that occurred during aircraft sampling, discussed in section 3.1. In this simulation, we constrained the box model to J(NO2) and J(O1D) from CAM-chem-SD
and GV observations for all other inputs. Columns are based on an integration from the surface to 13 km to match
the vertical extent of columns calculated for the POLMIP CTM swap simulations (see section 3.3).
2.4. POLMIP CTMs (2008)
POLMIP was conducted to utilize the Polar Study using Aircraft, Remote Sensing, Surface Measurements and
Models, of Climate, Chemistry, Aerosols, and Transport (POLARCAT) [Law et al., 2014] suite of observations
acquired in 2008 for the purpose of evaluating global chemistry models [Emmons et al., 2015]. While the
POLARCAT aircraft campaigns focused on the Arctic troposphere, POLMIP consists of global model simulations. These simulations were performed for January to December 2008, using a common emissions inventory, with the exception of GEOS-Chem (see Emmons et al. [2015] for further detail). All participating
models were run in CTM mode, meaning wind and temperature inputs are based on assimilated meteorological ﬁelds. Accordingly, meteorological variables are roughly consistent among the models. Each model was
also run with its standard chemistry and deposition schemes. Models provided monthly mean output for
many chemical, physical, and radiative variables, including OH. All models that provided a global ﬁeld of
OH—CAM4-chem [Lamarque et al., 2012; Tilmes et al., 2015], C-IFS [Flemming et al., 2015], GEOS-Chem
[Bey et al., 2001; Mao et al., 2010], GMI-GEOS5 [Duncan et al., 2007; Strahan et al., 2007], LMDZ-INCA
[Hauglustaine et al., 2004; Hourdin et al., 2006], MOZART-4 [Emmons et al., 2010], TM5 [Huijnen et al.,
2010; Williams et al., 2013], and TOMCAT [Chipperﬁeld, 2006]—are analyzed here. The POLMIP simulation of
CAM4-chem does not include halogenated very short lived organic chemistry, as is included in CAM-chem-SD.
The POLMIP project and the CONTRAST campaign focused on different years, 2008 and 2014, respectively.
The Multivariate El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) index for January/February 2008 was in a moderate
negative phase while the same months in 2014 were neutral [Wolter and Timlin, 2011]. Hence, the westward
shift of the Paciﬁc warm pool in 2008 and associated changes in locations of active convection, biomass
burning, and the northern subtropical jet stream could account for some of the differences between the
POLMIP CTMs and CONTRAST observations. Variations in biomass burning, whether due to ENSO effects or
other factors, could also account for differences in chemical species associated with ﬁre emissions.
However, ﬁre count data obtained from the MODIS instrument on board the NASA Terra satellite indicate that
biomass burning magnitude and distribution were similar in 2008 and 2014 (Figure S1 in the supporting
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information). Furthermore, differences between the POLMIP multimodel mean of OH precursors and
CONTRAST observations of these species are nearly identical to the differences between CAM-chem-SD
(2014 meteorology) and CONTRAST. By extending our analysis to the POLMIP simulations, we are able to
assess the strengths and a few shortcomings of a suite of CTMs. Finally, POLMIP output is available for all
12 months, allowing us to examine conditions in October, the month for which Rex et al. [2014] suggested
that extremely low values of OH would be present in the TWP.
2.5. CH2Br2 Lifetime
We use the 24 h average values of OH output from the box model constrained by GV observations and by the
CAM-chem-SD model run performed for CONTRAST, as well as monthly mean OH from the POLMIP models,
to evaluate the tropospheric lifetime of CH2Br2. This VSL bromocarbon is lost nearly exclusively by reaction
with tropospheric OH. Here we use
k OHþCH2Br2 ¼ 2:01012 expð840=TÞcm3 s1

(1)

for the rate constant of reaction between OH and CH2Br2 [Sander et al., 2011], and the local lifetime (as a function of altitude) is found using
τ CH2Br2 ðz Þ ¼

1
k OHþCH2Br2 ðzÞ½OHðz Þ

(2)

where [OH] is the number density of OH (units cm3).
According to the World Meteorological Organization [2011] Scientiﬁc Assessment of Ozone Depletion, the global tropospheric mean lifetime of CH2Br2 is 123 days. Rex et al. [2014] suggested that τ CH2Br2 was ~188 days at
500 hPa in the TWP during October 2009, due to an OH minimum. We highlight the lifetime of CH2Br2 below
in order to further compare to the results of Rex et al. [2014].
2.6. HOLW Structures
We also evaluate the impact of high-O3, low-H2O (HOLW) structures on OH concentrations in the TWP. Many
air parcels exhibiting high O3 (deﬁned as O3 > 40 ppb) and low relative humidity (RH < 20%) were observed
in the midtroposphere [Pan et al., 2015; Anderson et al., 2016]. Relative humidity is calculated from observed
H2O and temperature (T), with respect to liquid water for T > 0°C and with respect to ice for T < 0°C. Primary
production of OH occurs via (R1) followed by

O 1 D þ H2 O→2 OH :
(R3)
The presence of HOLW structures, therefore, leads to competing effects on [OH]; low H2O tends to suppress
[OH], while elevated O3 drives production of O(1D) and OH. We use the box model to investigate the net
effect on [OH] of HOLW structures and compare to the OH concentrations found in background conditions,
deﬁned here as O3 < 25 ppb and RH > 70%.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. GV and CAM-chem-SD OH, Research Flight 07
The GV run of the box model, in which all model inputs are taken directly from measurements made during
CONTRAST, reveals OH mixing ratios that are generally higher than those calculated by the 2014 CAM-chem-SD
simulation. Figures 2a and 2b show results from RF07, which occurred entirely within our latitude/longitude/
SZA thresholds, conducted extensive vertical proﬁling, and provided mostly uninterrupted measurements of
all chemical species and variables used to constrain the box model [see Pan et al., 2016, Figure 5]. Figure 2a
shows GV OH values calculated by the box model as circles overplotted on a “curtain” of OH values from
CAM-chem-SD, in time and altitude. Figure 2b shows the correlation of GV OH against the OH value from
CAM-chem-SD, extracted for the altitude of the observation. Based on the mean ratio of GV OH to
CAM-chem-SD OH, CAM-chem-SD underestimates OH by about 60%. Considerable spread about the
1:1 line (r2 = 0.12, Figure 2b) shows that the global model is not able to represent the variability of box
modeled OH along the aircraft ﬂight track.
To understand whether differences between the chemical mechanisms within DSMACC and CAM-chem-SD
are contributing to the difference in OH shown in Figures 2a and 2b, we constrain the box model using inputs
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Figure 2. Box modeled OH compared to OH output from CAM-chem-SD run nudged to meteorology for the CONTRAST
campaign; results here are for RF07 (29 January 2014): (a) the background curtain shows proﬁles of OH mixing ratios
from CAM-chem-SD calculated for the latitude, longitude and SZA of the GV aircraft; the overplotted circles (GV Inp.) show
OH output from the DSMACC box model constrained to CONTRAST observations; (b) scatterplot of box modeled OH versus
CAM-chem-SD OH for the altitude of the GV; (c) same as Figure 2a but with box model (C-C Inp.) now constrained to OH
precursors (section 2.2) from CAM-chem-SD; (d) same as Figure 2b but with box model constrained to OH precursors from
CAM-chem-SD. The black line on the scatter plots is the 1:1 line. The mean and standard deviation of the ratio (BOX OH)/
(CAM-chem OH) are indicated.

of OH precursors from CAM-chem-SD. As shown in Figures 2c and 2d, the box model using CAM-chem-SD
inputs does a much better job of matching CAM-chem-SD OH. The OH mixing ratios do not lie perfectly along
the 1:1 line, suggesting that some differences in chemical mechanism may exist. However, the respective
values of OH exhibit strong correlation (r2 = 0.92) and a mean ratio of 1.03 ± 0.19, demonstrating that the chemical mechanism does not drive the differences in OH seen in Figures 2a and 2b. A similar analysis for RF11,
which sampled convective outﬂow to the south and southwest of Guam, is given in the supporting information (Figure S2). The results are very similar to those presented above for RF07.
Next we investigate each OH precursor using the box model “swap” method. Six variables, O3, H2O, J(O1D),
NOx, HCHO, and CH3CHO, account for the majority of the difference between GV and CAM-chem-SD OH
for RF07. Figure 3 shows box model results for swaps of these six variables: i.e., the box model is constrained
by the GV observation of the stated variable, while all other constraints are taken from CAM-chem-SD. Any
deviation in the scatterplot from the tight linear correlation shown in the all CAM-chem-SD run (Figure 2d
and grey points in Figure 3) results from differences in the swapped variable. The farther the new OH distribution (red points) is from the grey points, the larger the role of that variable in explaining the difference
between GV and CAM-chem-SD OH. Also, the mean ratio of box model to CAM-chem-SD OH reported for
each variable conveys the difference in OH resulting from the swap of the speciﬁed variable. In order of largest to smallest absolute difference, relative to CAM-chem-SD OH, we ﬁnd that NOx, J(O1D), H2O, HCHO, O3,
and CH3CHO drive the largest variations in OH. The variables CO, C5H8, and J(NO2) do not have an appreciable
effect on the difference between GV and CAM-chem-SD OH (Figure S3).
Figure 4 compares vertical proﬁles of NOx, J(O1D), H2O, HCHO, O3, and CH3CHO measured by the GV on RF07
to proﬁles along the GV ﬂight track calculated using CAM-chem-SD. All panels represent mean and standard
deviation of measured (GV, black) or modeled (CAM-chem-SD, red) proﬁles, except the NOx panel. Here we
have added observed NO and modeled NO2 found using the DSMACC model constrained to observed NO,
O3, J(NO2), etc., to facilitate the evaluation of NOx within CAM-chem-SD.
The abundance of NOx is the most important driver of differences in GV and CAM-chem-SD OH. When the box
model is constrained to observed NO, calculated OH is 61% higher than CAM-chem-SD OH (Figure 3d). The
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Figure 3. Same as scatterplots in Figure 2 except that the box model is constrained to output from CAM-chem-SD for all OH
precursors with the exception of the precursor indicated by the label on each plot. Values for the labeled precursor are
from CONTRAST (GV) observations obtained on RF07. The OH precursors constrained by measurements are (a) O3, (b) H2O,
1
(c) J(O D), (d) NO (with steady state NO2 calculated by the box model to give NOx), (e) HCHO, and (f) CH3CHO. Grey points in
the background are the same as the red points in Figure 2d, for the sake of visual comparison. The mean and standard
deviation of the ratio (BOX OH)/(CAM-chem OH) are indicated.

proﬁle of NOx inferred from observed NO on RF07 is signiﬁcantly larger than CAM-chem-SD NOx throughout
the troposphere (Figure 4d). As shown in section 3.2, the difference between measured and modeled NOx is
pervasive throughout the campaign. During CONTRAST, measurements of NOy and reservoir species that link
NOx to NOy were not obtained. As a result, it is not possible to ascertain whether the discrepancy between
measured and modeled NOx shown in Figure 4d would be reﬂected in a similar discrepancy for NOy. Future
observational campaigns in the TWP would beneﬁt from observations of NOy and a suite of nitrogen
reservoir species.
The box model swaps indicate J(O1D) has the second most important inﬂuence on OH for RF07. The mean
ratio of OH calculated using GV J(O1D) to OH from CAM-chem-SD is 1.33 (Figure 3c). The distribution of OH
found using J(O1D) from the GV and all other variables from CAM-chem-SD shows a clear elevation relative
to CAM-chem-SD OH. Values of J(O1D) observed during RF07 exceed values within CAM-chem-SD below
~8 km (Figure 4c). This difference is due to the tendency of the GV to preferentially sample during clearsky conditions: even though a primary goal of CONTRAST was the sampling of the outﬂow of active convection, the GV generally avoided ﬂying either within or beneath active convection. This tendency for clear-sky
sampling is evaluated further in section 3.2.
Differences in O3 and H2O, related to the precise geographical location of HOLW structures in CAM-chem-SD,
also drive the spread between GV and CAM-chem-SD OH (Figures 3a and 3b). The location and vertical extent
of HOLW structures are determined by the interplay of biomass burning, long-range transport, and precipitation [Anderson et al., 2016]. Mean proﬁles of O3 and H2O from CAM-chem-SD agree well with mean proﬁles
from the GV for RF07, especially in the midtroposphere around 3 to 5 km (Figures 4a and 4b). However,
the model does not reproduce ﬁne structure in O3 and H2O along this ﬂight track, which is not surprising
given that CAM-chem-SD is a global model. This structure results in scatter when comparing OH from
CAM-chem-SD to observations on a point-by-point basis (Figures 3a and 3b).
The remaining differences in OH for RF07, after accounting for the four variables above, are almost entirely
explained by formaldehyde (HCHO) and acetaldehyde (CH3CHO). Constraining the box model to observations of HCHO results in a 14% increase above CAM-chem-SD OH (Figure 3e). While HCHO concentrations
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1

Figure 4. Vertical proﬁles of mean (a) O3, (b) H2O, (c) J(O D), (d) NOx, (e) HCHO, and (f) CH3CHO mixing ratios, averaged for
CONTRAST RF07, subject to the selection ﬁlter for daytime TWP conditions described in section 2.1. GV observations are
shown in black for all species except NOx; output from CAM-chem-SD, extracted along the ﬂight track to match the time
and location of GV observations, is shown in red. The GV NOx is calculated using observed NO and box modeled NO2,
1
where the box model was constrained to GV observations of NO, O3, J(O D), and hydrocarbons. Data and model output are
averaged within 2 km altitude bins. Error bars show the standard deviation about the mean except for H2O, where error
bars show the 5th and 95th percentiles.

are underestimated by CAM-chem-SD throughout the troposphere (Figure 4e), most of the difference in OH
resulting from the HCHO swap occurs in the upper troposphere, where OH mixing ratios are lowest. At the
highest altitudes of GV sampling (~14 km), photolysis of HCHO constitutes one of the main sources of HOx
(OH + HO2) [Jaeglé et al., 1998]. The larger concentrations of HCHO in the upper troposphere drive production
of more OH than is calculated by CAM-chem-SD. Constraining the box model to GV CH3CHO, on the other
hand, results in an 8% decrease in OH (Figure 3f). CAM-chem-SD drastically underestimates observed concentrations of CH3CHO (Figure 4f).
The underestimation of CH3CHO in global models is a long-standing problem that could be due, in part, to
the lack of oceanic emissions of this compound [Millet et al., 2010; Read et al., 2012]. None of the global models considered here represent oceanic emission of CH3CHO. The inclusion of oceanic emission of this compound in global models has been shown to primarily affect abundances of CH3CHO in the marine
boundary layer, due to its short lifetime [Millet et al., 2010; Read et al., 2012]. The model underestimation of
CH3CHO throughout the troposphere shown in Figure 4f could also be due to underestimated primary emissions by biomass burning or misrepresentation of secondary production from the oxidation of VOC sources,
such as ethane (C2H6) and propane (C3H8) [Millet et al., 2010; Read et al., 2012].
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In addition to the six OH precursors discussed above, observed values of CO, C5H8, and J(NO2), were also analyzed using the box model swap method. These variables exhibit little inﬂuence on modeled OH. Swaps for
each of these variables for RF07 show structures and correlations similar to the box model simulation constrained only to inputs from CAM-chem-SD (Figure S3). When each observed OH precursor is considered as
a constraint in isolation, the sum of the effects on box modeled OH (as examined through the mean ratio
statistic) does not exactly match the effect on OH found by constraining the box model to observations of
all OH precursors simultaneously. The chemical impacts of these variables on OH are coupled to some
extent. The linear combination of individual effects suggests an even larger increase in the ratio of GV
OH to CAM-chem-SD OH than is found by the simulation that considers simultaneous variable swaps.
To put these results in context, we have evaluated the effect of measurement uncertainties of OH precursors
on the box model calculation of GV OH. Details are shown in Figure S4. The 1σ uncertainty in GV OH found
using a root sum of squares propagation of measurement uncertainties in the OH precursors is ±14%.
Uncertainty in the measurement of NO is the largest single contributor, ±10%, to the total uncertainty. This
uncertainty is much smaller than the difference in GV and CAM-chem-SD OH (Figure 2b), as well as the variability in OH mixing ratio driven by geophysically plausible variations in the precursor ﬁelds. Consequently, the
error bars used below are based on standard deviation about the mean (i.e., when binning the data with
respect to altitude).
3.2. GV and CAM-chem-SD OH, Campaign-Wide Results
Consideration of GV and CAM-chem-SD OH for all CONTRAST ﬂights produces results similar to those shown
above for RF07. Figure 5 shows scatterplots of GV OH versus CAM-chem-SD OH (Figure 5a) as well as OH
calculated by the box model constrained to all precursors from CAM-chem-SD versus CAM-chem-SD OH
(Figure 5b). Figures 5c and 5d show corresponding plots, for [OH] in units of number density. Results in this
ﬁgure and those to follow are subject to the latitude, longitude, and SZA ﬁlter described in section 2.1 (i.e.,
sunlit measurements in the TWP). Figure 6 compares vertical proﬁles of NOx, J(O1D), H2O, HCHO, O3, and
CH3CHO measured by the GV for the entire CONTRAST campaign, RFs 04-15, to proﬁles found using
CAM-chem-SD, sampled along the GV ﬂight track. Finally, Table 1 summarizes the effect of variable swaps
on tropospheric column OH (OHCOL) for the entire campaign. We have chosen to tabulate OHCOL because
this is the most important quantity for the oxidative capacity of the tropical troposphere. Tropospheric
column OH is integrated from the surface to 13 km, because this is the altitude range extensively sampled
by the GV aircraft. The proﬁle of [OH24 HR] falls off between 13 km and the tropopause, so this deﬁnition
captures most of the oxidative capacity of the tropical troposphere.
The mean ratio of GV OH to CAM-chem-SD OH mixing ratio for the entire campaign is 1.40 ± 0.58, indicating
that OH constrained by the CONTRAST observations is on average 40% higher than CAM-chem-SD OH
(Figure 5a). We test the effect of ﬁlling in missing data (section 2.2) by restricting this analysis to GV OH
calculated only for the 311 data points where observations of all box model inputs are available (not shown).
The resulting mean ratio of GV OH to CAM-chem-SD OH is 1.52 ± 0.59, suggesting that our ﬁndings are not
inﬂuenced by our treatment of the data. Constraining the box model to OH precursors from CAM-chem-SD
results in a mean ratio of 1.03 ± 0.19 (Figure 5b). The comparison shown in Figure 5b demonstrates similarity
of the chemical mechanism for representation of tropospheric OH between DSMACC and CAM-chem-SD. The
most notable differences are at high OH mixing ratios, which occur in the midtroposphere.
It is important to also examine OH number density ([OH]). Even though many studies of tropospheric OH rely
on mixing ratio [e.g., Brune et al., 1998; Jaeglé et al., 1998; Olson et al., 2004], the lifetime of species lost by reaction with OH is determined by [OH]. Figure 5c shows the ratio of GV and CAM-chem-SD [OH] is slightly less
than found for the OH mixing ratio, because number density places a higher weight on observations in
the middle and lower troposphere. Constraining the box model to precursors from CAM-chem-SD also results
in a mean ratio of 1.03 ± 0.19 for [OH] (Figure 5d). However, this ratio is weighted heavily toward the lowest
values of [OH] (between 1 × 106 and 5 × 106 cm2) due to more frequent aircraft sampling at high altitudes.
Recalculating this ratio using a binning approach (grey points, Figure 5d) places equal weight on all values of
[OH]. The ratio of the grey points is 1.13 ± 0.15, which is consistent with the visual interpretation of Figure 5d.
The slope of a linear ﬁt forced to go through the origin is 1.15 (we use this approach since negative OH is nonphysical). We conclude that the effect of differences between the DSMACC and CAM-chem-SD chemical
mechanisms on [OH] lies between 3% and 15%. In the POLMIP section, we make an adjustment to the box
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Figure 5. Correlation plots of box modeled OH versus CAM-chem-SD OH for the entire CONTRAST campaign, with application of the ﬁlter used to select daytime observations in the TWP (section 2.1). (a) Box modeled OH found using constraints
for OH precursors from the CONTRAST GV observations; (b) box modeled OH found using constraints from CAM-chem-SD.
(c and d) Same as Figures 5a and 5b, respectively, except that OH is represented as number density instead of mixing ratio.
2
The square of the correlation coefﬁcient (r ) and the mean and standard deviation of the ratio (BOX OH)/(CAM-chem OH)
6
3
are indicated. Figure 5d also shows statistics performed by averaging the CAM-chem OH values within 1 × 10 cm
interval bins; the mean BOX OH values are determined for those bins, and the resulting mean and standard deviations are
shown in grey. The ratio of (BOX OH)/(CAM-chem OH) for the grey points is indicated as the “binned ratio.”

model based on the 1.13 ratio, because this is the most reliable measure of the difference in the chemical
mechanism between DSMACC and CAM-chem-SD.
The ﬁrst two rows of Table 1 show that OHCOL based on the mean vertical proﬁle campaign-wide GV OH is
12% higher than OHCOL found using CAM-chem-SD inputs within the box model. The other rows of
Table 1 show the impact on OHCOL of the various precursors. The ﬁrst numerical entry shows OHCOL resulting
from using the GV measurement of the speciﬁc OH precursor within the box model, with all other precursors
based on CAM-chem-SD. The other numerical entry shows the ratio of OHCOL resulting from the variable
swap divided by 1.94 × 1012 cm2, the value of OHCOL from CAM-chem-SD.
As noted above, the GV tended to sample in clear-sky conditions during CONTRAST. This tendency accounts for
nearly all of the difference between OHCOL found using GV OH precursors and those from CAM-chem-SD. Use of
J(O1D) and J(NO2) from CAM-chem-SD, and all other precursors from GV, results in OHCOL = 1.92 × 1012 cm2
(last entry, Table 1), which is nearly identical to OHCOL based on use of precursors exclusively from CAMchem-SD. Hence, OHCOL inferred from campaign-wide sampling of the TWP is in remarkably good agreement
with that of CAM-chem-SD. Nonetheless, there are important differences for the various precursors that tend
to cancel out. Next, we examine the effect of individual precursors on OHCOL.
Vertical proﬁles of O3, H2O, J(O1D), NOx, HCHO, and CH3CHO for the entire campaign compared to CAMchem-SD (Figure 6) exhibit similar differences as shown for RF07 (Figure 4). Measured and modeled proﬁles
of O3 agree very well throughout the campaign (Figure 6a) even though a considerable portion of the scatter in
Figure 5 is due to O3. CAM-chem-SD accurately represents the impact on O3 of biomass burning and transport
processes on the synoptic scale. However, the model cannot be expected to reproduce atmospheric O3 on the
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Figure 6. Same as Figure 4 except that vertical proﬁles are calculated for the entire CONTRAST campaign, subject to the
time and location ﬁlter described in section 2.1.

convective scale, so structures in O3 are offset in space and time relative to aircraft observations. Use of GV O3
results in a 6% increase of OHCOL compared to the baseline simulation (all precursors from CAM-chem-SD).
The measured proﬁle of H2O throughout the campaign tends to be ~20% lower than the proﬁle of H2O within
CAM-chem-SD (Figure 6b), resulting in a 17% decrease in OHCOL (Table 1) compared to the baseline. Relative
humidity in the TWP exhibits a bimoTable 1. Tropospheric OH Columns Calculated for the CONTRAST Mean dal distribution, with high RH (>70%)
characterizing air masses recently
OH Vertical Proﬁle and CAM-Chem-SD Model Simulations
12
2 a
inﬂuenced by local convection and
C-C Box Model Run
OH Column (10 cm )
Ratio (Run X/C-C)
low RH (<20%) for aged air parcels
GV
2.17
1.12
[Anderson et al., 2016]. The differC-C (CONTRAST)
1.94
--ences in H2O shown in Figure 6b
C-C, GV NOx
2.61
1.35
C-C, GV H2O
1.61
0.83
could reﬂect either the treatment of
1
C-C, GV J(O D)
2.16
1.11
RH upon detrainment from deep
1.77
0.91
C-C, GV CH3CHO
convection within CAM-chem-SD or
C-C, GV O3
2.06
1.06
the representation of aged air parC-C, GV CO
1.83
0.94
cels. Regardless, substitution of GV
C-C, GV HCHO
2.01
1.04
C-C, GV J(NO2)
1.97
1.02
O3 and H2O for CAM-chem-SD O3
1.95
1.01
C-C, GV C5H8
and
H2O within the DSMACC box
1
GV, C-C J(O D) + J(NO2)
1.92
0.99
model results in only an 11% decline
a
Columns are integrated from the surface to 13 km (~200 hPa).
in OHCOL.
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The measured proﬁle of NOx is more than a factor of 2 larger than found within CAM-chem-SD (Figure 6d).
Use of observed NO within the box model results in a 35% rise in OHCOL relative to baseline. As shown in
section 3.3, the POLMIP CTMs also underestimate observed NOx by a similar amount. A possible explanation
is that emissions of NOx from biomass burning regions are underestimated by the FINN emission inventory
used to drive CAM-chem-SD. If so, the various emission inventories used to drive the POLMIP CTMs likely suffer from the same deﬁcit. Additionally, lightning over Africa is responsible for a large source of NOx in the
upper troposphere that is likely transported to the TWP following the same pathway as biomass burning
plumes [Jacob et al., 1996; Murray et al., 2013; Anderson et al., 2016]. Also, NOx is converted to peroxyacetyl nitrate
(PAN) during transit from Africa and Southeast Asia to the TWP [Singh and Hanst, 1981]. Biomass burning plumes
descend as they transit from Africa and Southeast Asia to the TWP [Anderson et al., 2016]. As an air parcel descends, NOx is regenerated upon thermal decomposition of PAN. The GV payload during CONTRAST only measured NO within the NOy family, so it is not possible to assess whether the NOx deﬁcit within CAM-chem-SD
(and the POLMIP CTMs) is due to speciation of reactive nitrogen compounds. The NOx deﬁcit is important to
resolve because low NOx is the largest driver of differences between GV OH and OH found by global models.
As noted for RF07, the campaign-wide mean vertical proﬁle of acetaldehyde (CH3CHO) within CAM-chem-SD
is much lower than observed (Figure 6f). Analysis of the atmospheric budget of CH3CHO indicates that the
deﬁcit may result from missing oceanic sources [Singh et al., 2003, 2004; Millet et al., 2010; Read et al., 2012]
and poor representation of primary and secondary production of CH3CHO [Millet et al., 2010; Read et al.,
2012] as noted previously. The use of observed CH3CHO within the box model results in a 9% decline in
OHCOL relative to baseline, because this compound is a sink for OH. The effect on OH is largest in the lower
troposphere. However, CH3CHO is a source of HCHO [Singh et al., 2004] and this may explain some of the
underprediction of HCHO by CAM-chem-SD. Constraining the calculation of OHCOL to observed HCHO results
in a 4% rise. The production and loss processes of HCHO observed during CONTRAST will be published separately (D. C. Anderson et al., manuscript in preparation).
The entries in Table 1 for CO and isoprene (C5H8) conﬁrm, as found for RF07, that these two compounds have
a small effect on differences between CAM-chem-SD and GV OHCOL in the TWP. The use of observed CO
within the box model results in a 6% decline in OHCOL relative to baseline, while the use of observed C5H8
causes a 1% increase in OHCOL. Although CAM-chem-SD signiﬁcantly underestimates the observed mean vertical proﬁle of CO (Figure S5a), the response of OH to this difference is small. The response of OH to differences in C5H8 is negligible due to the near-zero concentrations of the compound, evident in GV
observations and CAM-chem-SD output (Figure S5b).
We now transition to analyzing 24 h average OH values calculated as vertical proﬁles of the campaign-wide
results. Vertical distributions of 24 h average OH provide the context for interpreting our results in a manner
that is meaningful for examining the oxidizing capacity of the troposphere. Our calculations of vertical, 24 h
mean GV OH and CAM-chem-SD indicate that the largest differences occur in the lower (below ~4 km) and
upper (above ~10 km) troposphere (Figures 7a and 7b). Figure 7a shows 24 h average mixing ratios of OH
(OH24 HR), and Figure 7b shows 24 h average [OH] ([OH24 HR]). We show both mixing ratio and number density
for the convenience of the atmospheric chemistry community, since both measures are commonly used.
Here CAM-chem-SD OH24 HR and [OH24 HR] is based on the diel steady state output of the DSMACC box
model, constrained to OH precursors from CAM-chem-SD, because 24 h average OH was not available from
CAM-chem-SD. We make no attempt to adjust for the possible difference in chemical mechanism between
DSMACC and CAM-chem-SD. Since DSMACC overestimates daytime [OH] by 3 to 13% compared to CAMchem-SD (Figure 5d), it is possible that CAM-chem-SD [OH24 HR] is 1.5 to 6.5% higher than actual 24 h average
OH from CAM-chem-SD (because values of daytime [OH] are roughly twice values of [OH24 HR]). This difference is smaller than the standard deviation about the mean of the various proﬁles.
Figure 7b shows that most of the 12% difference in OHCOL between GV and CAM-chem-SD is due to the tendency for [OH24 HR] from GV to exceed that from CAM-chem-SD below ~5 km. This [OH24 HR] difference at low
altitudes is primarily a result of the observation of much higher levels of NOx than found by CAM-chem-SD
(Figure 6d). The tendency for J(O1D) from the GV to exceed that within CAM-chem-SD (Figure 6c) also contributes to the low-altitude difference. The good agreement between GV and CAM-chem-SD [OH24 HR] in
the midtroposphere occurs despite the CAM-chem-SD underestimation of NOx: the effects of underestimated
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Figure 7. The 24 h average OH (OH24 HR) and lifetime of CH2Br2 (τ CH2Br2) from the DSMACC box model for the entire
CONTRAST campaign, subject to the time and location ﬁlter described in section 2.1, separated into 1 km altitude bins.
(a) OH24 HR mixing ratio, (b) OH24 HR number density, and (c) τ CH2Br2 with respect to loss by OH. Blue line denotes box
model OH24 HR and τ CH2Br2 for runs constrained to GV measurements; red line denotes box model OH24 HR for runs
constrained to CAM-chem-SD output. Error bars signify standard deviation about the mean of OH24 HR and τ CH2Br2, for
each altitude bin. Error bars are offset slightly in altitude for clarity. We also show OH24 HR and τ CH2Br2 at 500 hPa (which we
place at 5.3 km altitude) reported by Rex et al. [2014] above the equator on 1 October 2009.

H2O compensate by decreasing OH in the 5 to 10 km range. Interestingly, as detailed in the supporting
information (Figure S6), we calculate less OH24 HR within high O3/low H2O (HOLW) structures relative to background between 3 and 10 km, because low H2O (suppresses primary production of HOx) has a larger effect on
OH24 HR than the combination of high O3 (increases primary production of HOx) and elevated NOx (increases
secondary production OH). While this is true in the midtroposphere, the effect of HOLW structures on OH
above ~10 km switches to increase radical concentrations over background. This occurs with a sharp increase
in concentrations of NOx (Figure S6b).
Crawford et al. [1997] also noted a sharp increase in NOx at ~10 km in the TWP during the PEM-West B campaign (February and March 1994), where maximum concentrations of NOx of ~70 ppt were observed at the
highest sampled altitude bin of 8–10 km. Concentrations of NOx from CONTRAST reach values nearly double
the value from Crawford et al. [1997]. We attribute enhanced NOx in the HOLW structures to tropical biomass
burning [Anderson et al., 2016], whereas Crawford et al. [1997] concluded that lightning was the primary
source of enhanced NOx. Increases in biomass burning between 1994 and 2014 may explain the differences
in NOx between these two studies.
Figure 7a shows considerable differences in OH24 HR mixing ratio in the upper troposphere. As expected, the
upper troposphere exhibits smaller absolute differences for [OH24 HR] (Figure 7b) and makes only a small contribution to OHCOL. This upper tropospheric difference is a result of the observation of considerably higher
levels of HCHO (Figure 6e) and NOx (Figure 6d) compared to CAM-chem-SD. The upper troposphere is extremely important, even though there is a small effect on OHCOL, because energetic convection in the TWP often
detrains at this level [e.g., Pan et al., 2016, Figure 9].
Figure 7c shows vertical proﬁles of τ CH2Br2 found using equation (2) as well as the value for τ CH2Br2 at 500 hPa
(~5.3 km) of 188 days given by Rex et al. [2014]. We also show values of OH24 HR mixing ratio (Figure 7a) and
[OH24 HR] (Figure 7b) at this vertical level from Rex et al. [2014]. The values from Rex et al. [2014] are based on
model calculations and ozonesonde observations in the TWP conducted during October 2009. In section 3.3,
we show comparisons to POLMIP results for October 2008.
Rex et al. [2014] suggested that the occurrence of very low OH in the TWP (black circle in Figures 7a and 7b)
was driven by mixing ratios of O3 lying close to zero and well below 20 ppbv, based on ozonesonde observations and supported by output from GEOS-Chem [Ridder et al., 2012]. Newton et al. [2016] focused on details
of ozonesonde calibration as a possible explanation for the near-zero levels of O3 reported by Rex et al. [2014].
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However, it is unclear why GEOS-Chem v8-02-04, used by Ridder et al., demonstrates good agreement with
the ozonesonde measurements. Calculations of tropospheric O3 columns from the v9-01-03 simulation of
GEOS-Chem conducted for POLMIP, as well as tropospheric column O3 from the other POLMIP CTMs, do
not support the values of <15 DU of this quantity from GEOS-Chem near Guam shown by Rex et al. [2014]
(Figure S7a). The one exception is the TOMCAT model, which reaches tropospheric O3 column values of
~13.5 DU in the months of August and September near Guam. One change implemented in the version of
GEOS-Chem used in our study is improved treatment of the yield of isoprene nitrates in the isoprene oxidation mechanism [Mao et al., 2013a]. The downward revision of the isoprene nitrate yield results in an increase
in the ozone production efﬁciency, which could be responsible for a small part of the difference for O3 in the
TWP found here, compared to the GEOS-Chem results of Ridder et al. and Rex et al. The GEOS-Chem group
maintains a benchmark of model output for year 2005 found using various versions of this model. As shown
in Figure S7b, tropospheric column O3 in the TWP during October 2005 is quite similar for v8-02-04 and
v9-01-03 of GEOS-Chem. All of these values are much higher than tropospheric column O3 in the TWP
during October 2008 reported by Ridder et al. and Rex et al.
Another explanation for low OH in the TWP offered by Gao et al. [2014] and Rex et al. [2014] is very small abundance of NOx. Low NOx can suppress OH, as HOx tends to preferentially exist as HO2 rather than OH under this
condition. However, concentrations of NO observed during CONTRAST rarely reached the extremely low
values reported by Gao et al. [2014] and noted by Rex et al. [2014] (CONTRAST [NO] was less than
1 × 108 cm3 only 3.5% of the time for the altitude range 9 to 15 km; Figure S8).
The GV observations of OH precursors suggest that the lifetime of CH2Br2 at 500 hPa (~5.3 km) is ~66 days,
nearly a factor of 3 lower than the Rex et al. [2014] estimate of ~188 days. Consequently, loss of CH2Br2 could
occur in the middle troposphere for air masses that detrain at this level. Observations of the vertical proﬁle of
CH2Br2 observed by the TOGA instrument show a slight local minimum in the middle troposphere, possibly
suggesting local photochemical loss (Figure S9). However, the lifetime of CH2Br2 based on CONTRAST observations rises to ~200 days at 10 km and exceeds 400 days above 14 km, due to the falloff of [OH24 HR] (Figure 7).
Since convection driven by the TWP warm pool often detrains above 10 km, signiﬁcant injection of CH2Br2 to
the lowermost stratosphere is expected, as was observed during the NASA Airborne Tropical Tropopause
Experiment campaign [Navarro et al., 2015].
3.3. Comparison to POLMIP Models
We extend our analysis of OH in the TWP to the POLMIP simulations, since the output from these CTMs is
available for all 12 months. These comparisons allow us to examine conditions in October, the month for
which Rex et al. [2014] suggested that extremely low values of OH would be present in the TWP. The
POLMIP runs used meteorology and emissions for 2008, and the archive consists of monthly mean ﬁelds
[Emmons et al., 2015]. As detailed below, conclusions drawn from the POLMIP comparisons are consistent
with the ﬁndings based on the comparison to CAM-chem-SD run for winter 2014 (sections 3.1 and 3.2).
Figures 8 and 9 show comparisons of POLMIP monthly mean OH mixing ratio, OH number density ([OH]), as
well as OH precursors and related species to 24 h average values of these quantities inferred from GV measurements during CONTRAST. Figures 8a–8e and 9a–9e show results from individual CTMs, whereas the
Figures 8f–8j and 9f–9j show results from the POLMIP multimodel mean (POL MMM). All POLMIP results
shown in these two ﬁgures use the average of January and February 2008 monthly means for all model output that lies within the TWP boundary region shown in Figure 1; i.e., the 2008 POLMIP archive is sampled at
the same season and location as the CONTRAST campaign. The vertical coordinate of pressure is used
because the POLMIP archive only provided output on a pressure grid. For the diurnally varying quantities
OH, NOx, J(O1D), and J(NO2), the 24 h average values from CONTRAST are campaign-wide averages of the
24 h average output of DSMACC box model runs constrained to aircraft observations, whereas for HCHO
the estimate of 24 h average value is based on scaling factors from the University of Washington Chemical
Model (UWCM) model [Wolfe and Thornton, 2011] in which HCHO concentrations vary diurnally (which is
not the case for the DSMACC box model). Additionally, POLMIP values of isoprene (C5H8) are represented in
Figure 8e as the median C5H8 concentrations from the individual models and in Figure 8j as the multimodel
mean of those median values. This is done to prevent the non-Gaussian distribution of C5H8 concentrations,
inﬂuenced by transport of air with high C5H8 from nearby landmasses, from exerting an artiﬁcial high bias.
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Figure 8. Vertical proﬁles of monthly mean (a, f) OH mixing ratio, (b, g) OH concentration, (c, h) NOx, (d, i) HCHO, and (e, j)
C5H8 from the POLMIP archive for eight CTMs (colored lines) for January and February 2008 averaged within the TWP
region shown in Figure 1. The black solid lines, described in greater detail below, represent either inferred OH or GV
observations. The upper set of panels shows proﬁles from each POLMIP CTM, while the lower set shows the POLMIP
multimodel mean. Error bars show 1 standard deviation about the mean of the various quantities, in 100 hPa pressure bins;
they are offset slightly in the vertical for clarity. For the top panels, some of the error bars are omitted to avoid clutter. The
black solid lines show 24 h mean OH mixing ratio (Figures 8a and 8f) and OH concentration (Figures 8b and 8g) output from
the DSMACC box model constrained by GV inputs. The same latitude/longitude ﬁlter, speciﬁc to the TWP, has been applied
to the POLMIP archive and inferred OH values. The OH panels also show the October 2009 value at 500 hPa in the TWP from
Rex et al. [2014]. The black solid lines for NOx are 24 h averages of the diel output of NO plus NO2 from DSMACC, for calculations constrained to match observed NO at the SZA of observation. The black solid lines for HCHO also represent 24 h
average values, which in this case are found by scaling the observed HCHO to HCHO24 HR using the UWCM chemical box
model (see text). The scaling for HCHO is close to unity at all altitudes because the photochemical lifetime of HCHO is on the
order of a few hours (see supporting information). The CTM/observation comparison for C5H8 (ISOP) is handled in a different manner. Figure 8e compares the mean and standard deviation from each CTM to the observed mean and standard
deviation; often, C5H8 was below the limit of detection of the TOGA instrument, 1 ppt, because our analysis is focused on
the remote TWP. The black dotted line depicts the instrument limit of detection for pressure bins where this is the case.
C5H8 from the POLMIP CTMs in Figure 8j (red line) is represented as the multimodel mean of the median values, due to the
non-Gaussian distribution of values in the TWP region.

The proﬁles of monthly mean OH in the TWP for boreal winter 2008 from the individual POLMIP models
(Figures 8a and 8b) all lie below the campaign-wide GV-based OH24 HR proﬁle, from the surface to
~500 hPa (about 5 km). There is considerable variation in monthly mean OH in the TWP among the
POLMIP models, which is consistent with the results of other model intercomparison studies [Shindell et al.,
2006; Fiore et al., 2009; Voulgarakis et al., 2013]. We also show the Rex et al. [2014] estimate of OH24 HR mixing
ratio and [OH24 HR] at 500 hPa (circle, Figures 8a, 8b, 8f, and 8g), even though this estimate is for October 2009
(later, we compare POLMIP output for October 2008 to these Rex et al. [2014] estimates). The OH proﬁle for
winter 2008 from the LMDZ-INCA CTM is in close agreement with OH from Rex et al. [2014] due to low
NOx, O3, and J(O1D) (Figures 8c, 9a, and 9c); all other CTMs calculate OH considerably higher than the Rex et al.
[2014] value.
The comparison of OH precursors and related species from the POLMIP archive (winter 2008) to GV observations reveals similar tendencies as found for CAM-chem-SD (winter 2014, section 3.2) (Figures 8c–8e and 9a–
9e). Observed mixing ratios of NOx (Figure 8c) and HCHO (Figure 8d) between the surface and 500 hPa are
much larger than found in any of the POLMIP CTMs, similar to the discrepancy between the GV observations
and output of CAM-chem-SD (section 3.2). There is considerable spread in the proﬁle of O3 among the CTMs
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1

Figure 9. Same as Figure 8 except for (a, f) O3, (b, g) H2O, (c, h) J(O D), (d, i) J(NO2), and (e, j) CO from observations and from
the eight POLMIP CTMs. The comparisons for O3, H2O, and CO show the monthly mean values from the POLMIP archive for
January and February 2008 and the mean proﬁles observed during CONTRAST, since all of these quantities have long
1
photochemical lifetimes. The plots for J(O D) and J(NO2) compare monthly mean values from the POLMIP archive to 24 h
1
1
averages of the diel output of J(O D) and J(NO2) from DSMACC, for calculations constrained to match observed J(O D) and
J(NO2) at the SZA of observation. Error bars show 1 standard deviation about the mean, except for H2O, where error bars
represent the 5th and 95th percentiles.

(Figure 9a). For most of the troposphere the observed proﬁle of O3 lies within the distribution of CTM proﬁles;
however, between 100 and 200 hPa, observed O3 is consistently lower than all of the CTM values. The lowest
values of O3 for much of the TWP troposphere are reported by LMDZ-INCA, which is consistent with the small
values of OH from this CTM. Similarly, the observed proﬁle of H2O is within the range of CTM values for altitudes
below ~200 hPa (Figure 9b). Between 100 and 200 hPa, observed H2O is consistently higher than all of the CTM
values. These comparisons suggest that the mean state of O3 and H2O in the TWP, from the surface to ~200 hPa,
is represented well within most of the POLMIP CTMs. The comparisons of O3 and H2O between 100 and 200 hPa
suggest a stronger inﬂuence of active convection (with O3-deﬁcient, H2O-saturated air) in the TWP during
January and February 2014 than simulated by the POLMIP CTMs for winter 2008.
We examine the effect of OH precursor differences between CONTRAST and the POLMIP CTMs by performing
box model swap simulations, as were performed with CAM-chem-SD (described in section 2.3). The multimodel mean of each monthly OH precursor (O3, H2O, CO, C5H8, HCHO, CH3CHO, NOx, J(O1D), and J(NO2)) are
input individually to the DSMACC box model, which is otherwise constrained to GV observations. As in
Figure 8j, C5H8 is calculated as the median value within the POLMIP models rather than the mean. Scaling
factors are applied to those species with signiﬁcant diurnal variations. Since this conﬁguration of the
DSMACC box model requires constraints be speciﬁed at a speciﬁc local solar time, the monthly mean values
of POLMIP HCHO, NOx, J(O1D), and J(NO2) have been scaled to represent values for local solar noon.
Scaling factors for NO, J(O1D), and J(NO2) are derived from all GV box model runs for observations that
occurred within 1 h of local solar noon and are calculated as [NO]INST/[NO]24 HR, [J(O1D)]INST/[J(O1D)]
24 HR, and [J(NO2 )] INST /[J(NO 2)] 24 HR, respectively. All scaling factors are averaged within 100 hPa pressure
bins and applied to the likewise pressure-binned POLMIP multimodel mean, for input to the box model.
Because calculation of these scaling factors relies on the availability of GV observations that occurred
close to noon, column integration is restricted to 1000 to 200 hPa (i.e., only this pressure range was
sampled at enough times to allow empirical scaling factors to be found). Figures S10–12, respectively,
show the NO, J(O1D), and J(NO2) scaling factors calculated by the box model as well as scaling factors
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calculated from hourly output of the POLMIP CTMs, noted in the caption, that provided ﬁelds of each
species. This latter comparison provides conﬁdence that our method of scaling monthly mean concentrations to instantaneous noontime values is handled correctly.
The scaling factor for HCHO is calculated from the same output of the UWCM model used to generate 24 h
average values of HCHO shown in Figures 8d and 8i. The same method is used to calculate the scaling factor,
[HCHO]INST/[HCHO]24 HR, but for all measurements that occurred within 2 h of solar noon, due to the coarser
time resolution of the UWCM box model run. The HCHO scaling factor is shown in Figure S13.
The difference between the OH resulting from individual variable swaps and OH calculated from the baseline
run of the DSMACC box model, constrained only to GV observations, Figure 10a, shows that NOx is the dominant factor driving large negative differences in [OH24 HR] (negative indicates that the POLMIP precursor is
responsible for a low value of CTM OH), particularly for pressures greater than ~400 hPa. The highest values
of observed NOx in the midtroposphere during CONTRAST coincide with HOLW structures [Anderson et al.,
2016]. Figure 11c shows NOx values calculated from observed NO and modeled steady state NO2, separated
by our categorization of HOLW and background conditions (section 2.6). Figures 11a and 11b show the bimodal distributions of O3 and H2O, respectively, observed during CONTRAST. Previous work suggests that the
source of these HOLW structures is biomass burning emissions from Africa and Southeast Asia [Anderson
et al., 2016]. It is interesting that the monthly mean values of both O3 and H2O from POLMIP fall in between
the extremes of the respective modes related to background conditions in the remote Paciﬁc (solid black
lines) and biomass burning structures (dotted black lines), whereas NOx from most POLMIP CTMs lies close
to that of the background TWP. Therefore, as noted in section 3.2, the underestimates of NOx by the
POLMIP CTMs is likely related to model treatment of nitrogen emissions, chemistry, and/or transport from
distant landmasses.
Both J(O1D) and J(NO2) contribute to the tendency for lower values of [OH24 HR] within POLMIP CTMs compared
to GV OH, with J(O1D) driving the larger differences (Figure 10a). The most signiﬁcant inﬂuence of J(NO2) on
[OH24 HR] occurs at low altitudes. As noted above, this ﬁnding results from the predominantly clear-sky sampling during CONTRAST. Ozone and H2O from the POLMIP models also drive large differences in [OH24 HR].
The changes in [OH24 HR] derived from POLMIP H2O ﬂuctuate and are generally centered about zero, while
those due to POLMIP O3 account for a high tendency in POLMIP OH. Indeed, multimodel mean O3 found for
the POLMIP CTMs is higher than the mean O3 vertical proﬁle from CONTRAST (Figure 9f), though the individual
CTMs are either close to or spread about the observations except at the lowest pressures (Figure 9a). The tendency of POLMIP CTMs to overestimate observed O3 for pressures below 200 hPa could be indicative of convection within the models stopping at higher pressure (lower altitude) than in the actual TWP troposphere.
Alternatively, the coarse vertical resolution of the models in the upper troposphere/lower stratosphere region
could result in diffusion of more O3-rich stratospheric air into the modeled upper troposphere than is realistic.
The OH precursors HCHO and CH3CHO also inﬂuence [OH24 HR] (Figure 10a) in a manner similar to that seen
for the CAM-chem-SD comparison. The use of HCHO from the POLMIP CTMs within the box model causes a
decrease in [OH24 HR] at lower pressures (≤ ~200 hPa), where HCHO is an important source of HOx [Jaeglé
et al., 1998]. Conversely, constraining to the lower abundance of CH3CHO from POLMIP causes an increase
in OH near the ocean surface. As for CAM-chem-SD, oceanic emissions of CH3CHO are absent from all
POLMIP CTMs. This factor, possibly in combination with the other potential model misrepresentations of
CH3CHO production (section 3.1), results in an enormous gap between observed and modeled proﬁles of
CH3CHO (Figure 12). This comparison is shown using a linear scale (Figure 12a) to properly represent the difference between observed and modeled CH3CHO and a logarithmic scale (Figure 12b) so that differences in
CH3CHO between the various POLMIP CTMs can be visualized. Since CH3CHO is a sink for OH, the addition of
an ocean source within CTMs will lower OH in the marine boundary layer [Read et al., 2012].
Carbon monoxide exhibits a small effect on [OH24 HR] despite considerable differences in CO among the
POLMIP models (Figure 9e) and the tendency of the POLMIP multimodel mean value of CO to be 10 to
15% lower than CONTRAST CO throughout the troposphere (Figure 9j). Many modeling studies have identiﬁed and sought to understand low biases in model CO [e.g., Shindell et al., 2006; Mao et al., 2013b; Naik et al.,
2013; Monks et al., 2015; Strode et al., 2015], with explanations ranging from underestimated CO from fossil
fuel and biomass burning in emissions inventories [Shindell et al., 2006] to overestimated OH (the main sink
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Figure 10. (a) The difference in [OH24 HR] between a run of the DSMACC box model constrained to GV observations of all
OH precursors with the exception of the indicated species and another run of the model constrained to GV observations of
all OH precursors, where indicated species refers to the POLMIP multimodel mean value. These box model difference plots
have been conducted at 100 hPa intervals. (b) The mean and standard deviation [OH24 HR] proﬁle calculated by the
DSMACC box model constrained to GV observations of OH precursors (blue) compared to the multimodel mean and
standard deviation of monthly mean [OH] in the POLMIP archive from eight CTMs (red). The solid green line represents
CONTRAST
ALL
ALL
(blue) + Δ[OH24 HR] , where Δ[OH24 HR]
represents the difference between a run of the DSMACC
[OH24 HR]
box model constrained to POLMIP multimodel mean values of all nine OH precursors and another run of the model conALL
strained to GV observations of all nine OH precursors. The proﬁle of Δ[OH24 HR]
is nearly identical to the sum of the nine
terms shown in Figure 10a) (see supporting information). The dashed green line is adjusted to account for the 13% high
bias in daytime OH calculated by the box model, or ~6.5% high bias in OH24 HR, attributable to the box model chemical
mechanism (from Figure 5d). The calculation of the dashed green line is identical to the solid green line except that values
1
of [OH24 HR] are multiplied by /1.065. (c) Lifetime of CH2Br2 (τ CH2Br2) with respect to loss by OH for [OH24 HR] from the box
model constrained to GV measurements (blue), for the multimodel monthly mean [OH] from the POLMIP CTMs (red), and
for [OH24 HR] from the box model constrained to the nine OH precursors from POLMIP (solid green). The dashed green line
in Figure 10c shows τ CH2Br2 calculated for adjusted values of [OH24 HR] in Figure 10b represented by the green dashed line.
Values of [OH24 HR] and τ CH2Br2 reported by Rex et al. [2014] at 500 hPa for October 2009 in the TWP are shown in
Figures 10b and 10c.

Figure 11. Vertical proﬁles of monthly mean (a) O3, (b) H2O, and (c) NOx mixing ratio from the POLMIP archive for eight
CTMs (colored lines) for January and February 2008 compared to proﬁles of these three species measured by the GV during CONTRAST for background conditions (BGND) and well-deﬁned high O3, low H2O (HOLW) structures. Criteria for BGND
are simultaneous RH > 70%, O3 < 25 ppb; criteria for HOLW are simultaneous RH < 20%, O3 > 40 ppb. Relative humidity
(RH) is calculated from observed H2O and temperature (T), with respect to liquid water for T > 0°C and with respect to ice
for T < 0°C. The GV proﬁles of NOx are the sum of measured NO and box modeled NO2 at the time of observation. Since we
are showing GV proﬁles obtained only during daylight conditions, the POLMIP NOx proﬁle (archived as monthly mean) has
been scaled by the mean proﬁle of ([NOINST] + [NO2 INST])/([NO24 HR] + [[NO2 24 HR]) calculated from the box model
simulations of the GV data. A proﬁle of this ratio, which is close to unity, is shown in the supporting information. Error bars
represent 1 standard deviation about the mean for 100 hPa pressure bins; they are offset slightly in the vertical for clarity.
Some of the error bars are omitted to avoid clutter.
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for CO) in the Northern Hemisphere
[Strode et al., 2015]. Whatever the
cause, underestimation of the CO
sink in the POLMIP CTMs leads to a
small positive perturbation in
[OH24 HR], much less in magnitude
than the perturbations due to NOx,
J(O1D), and CH3CHO.

Figure 12. Same as Figure 8 except only showing monthly mean CH3CHO
values from individual POLMIP CTMs (colors) and from CONTRAST campaign (black) using (a) a linear scale and (b) a log scale.

Finally, C5H8 drives near-zero differences in [OH24 HR] throughout the
troposphere. Isoprene in the midtroposphere to upper troposphere, at
pressures lower than ~800 hPa, was
almost always below the detection
limit of the TOGA instrument (1 ppt).
This is not surprising, given the
remote region of the observations
and the short lifetime of C5H8.

One additional box model simulation is performed in which all nine POLMIP OH precursors (O3, H2O, CO,
C5H8, HCHO, CH3CHO, NOx, J(O1D), and J(NO2)) are simultaneously used as constraints. The difference in
[OH24 HR] between the baseline run of the box model, constrained only to CONTRAST observations of the precursors, and this simulation (Δ[OH24 HR]) is nearly identical to the sum of the [OH24 HR] differences due to each
species from Figure 10a (Figure S14). The total Δ[OH24 HR] is added to the campaign-wide [OH24 HR] vertical
proﬁle to determine whether these nine factors describe the difference between GV and POLMIP OH. The
result of this analysis (solid green line, Figure 10b) generally matches the OH from the POLMIP MMM (red line)
in the upper troposphere, though values in the low to midtroposphere overestimate those from POLMIP.
Subsequently, τ CH2Br2 derived from these [OH24 HR] values shows that switching to box model constraint of
the nine POLMIP OH precursors matches the POLMIP τ CH2Br2 values in the upper troposphere (solid green
line, Figure 10c) but underestimates τ CH2Br2 in the lower and midtroposphere. However, recall from
section 3.2 that the box model chemical mechanism could contribute a difference in calculated [OH24 HR]
as high as 6.5%. When adjusted to account for this difference, our simulations agree quite well with values
of [OH24 HR] and τ CH2Br2 from the POLMIP MMM (dashed green lines, Figures 10b and 10c). We infer from this
result that the offset in OH driven by the box model chemical mechanism is consistent when compared to
both CAM-chem-SD and the POLMIP suite of CTMs.
We also tabulate quantitative analysis of OHCOL values modeled by replacing, individually, GV observations of
OH precursors with POLMIP multimodel mean (MMM) values. Values of OHCOL for each simulation are shown
in Table 2. Overall, the GV-based value of OHCOL is 41% larger than the POLMIP MMM value OHCOL. The analysis shows that use of NOx from observations results in a 28% increase in OHCOL, due to the increase in secondary production of OH. Observed ﬁelds of J(O1D) and J(NO2) result in 11% and 4% increases, respectively,
in OHCOL relative to the POLMIP OHCOL. This supports the conclusion that primarily clear-sky sampling during
CONTRAST leads to a ~15% overestimate of OHCOL. Acetaldehyde is the next important individual precursor;
the use of the observed proﬁle results in a 9% underestimate of OHCOL, since the observed concentrations of
CH3CHO act as a fairly strong OH sink. All of the other precursors make minor contributions to the difference
between GV and POLMIP OHCOL. If we attribute 15% of the 41% difference in these two quantities to the
clear-sky sampling bias of CONTRAST, and another 6.5% to the tendency of the DSMACC chemical mechanism to overestimate OH relative to the mechanisms within global models, then we conclude that precursor
conditions in the TWP observed during January and February 2014 led to OHCOL being ~20% larger than
the POLMIP MMM value for January and February 2008.
Finally, we use the POLMIP archive to determine the extent to which seasonal differences in OH precursors
could explain the difference between inferred OH from the CONTRAST campaign and from Rex et al.
[2014]. We compare values of OH24 HR calculated for the CONTRAST campaign for January–February 2014,
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Table 2. Tropospheric OH Columns Calculated for the CONTRAST Mean
OH Vertical Proﬁle and POLMIP Model Simulations
POLMIP Box Model Run
GV
POLMIP MMM
GV, POL NOx
1
GV, POL J(O D)
GV, POL CH3CHO
GV, POL O3
GV, POL CO
GV, POL J(NO2)
GV, POL HCHO
GV, POL H2O
GV, POL C5H8
a

a

12

OH Column (10
2.17
1.54
1.70
1.96
2.38
2.30
2.26
2.09
2.11
2.12
2.17

2

cm

)

Ratio (GV/Run X)
--1.41
1.28
1.11
0.91
0.94
0.96
1.04
1.03
1.02
1.00

Columns are integrated from the surface to 200 hPa (~13 km).

Figure 13. Seasonal variation of monthly mean (a) OH mixing ratio and (b)
O3 mixing ratio from the eight POLMIP CTMs, for the pressure level closest to
500 hPa. The black squares show the mean and standard deviation of OH24 HR
(Figure 13a) and O3 (Figure 13b) inferred from the CONTRAST GV observations,
both at 500 ± 50 hPa. The black circle shows OH24 HR (Figure 13a) at 500 hPa
for October 2009 from Rex et al. [2014]. The grey box in Figure 13b shows
the range of O3 reported by Rex et al. [2014] in the TWP at 500 hPa for
October 2009.
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OH24 HR simulated by GEOS-Chem in
Rex et al. [2014] for October 2009,
and monthly mean OH mixing ratios
simulated by the POLMIP models for
each month in 2008, all at 500 hPa
(Figure 13). At this pressure level, for
the corresponding months, no
POLMIP model simulates mean TWP
OH24 HR as high as our estimate, nor
does any model simulate a mean
OH24 HR as low as the Rex et al.
[2014] value. None of the POLMIP
CTMs exhibit seasonal variation in
OH or O3 anywhere close to that
which would be necessary to explain
both the GV and Rex et al. [2014]
based values. Both the box modelbased estimate of OH24 HR and the
Rex et al. [2014] CTM-based estimate
of OH24 HR are grounded in observations of O3 (along with other chemical species and radiative variables,
for our estimate). As discussed in
section 3.2, the ozonesonde data collected during the TransBrom cruise in
Rex et al. [2014] may exhibit a low
bias as a result of calibration technique [Newton et al., 2016]; their
reported O3 mixing ratios often fell
below 15 ppb as indicated by the
shaded region in Figure 13b. None
of the POLMIP CTMs produce values
of O3 as low as those reported by
Rex et al. [2014]. On the other hand,
the campaign-wide mixing ratio of
O3 at 500 hPa from CONTRAST lies in
the middle of the range of O3 from
the POLMIP CTMs.
Interannual variations in tropospheric
composition may play a role in explaining the large discrepancy in OH24 HR
reported here compared to that of
Rex et al. [2014]. Biomass burning differences between the Rex et al. [2014]
study period (October 2009) and that
of CONTRAST (January/February 2014)
are large (Figures S1a and S1c). The
number of ﬁres per month in Africa,
north of the equator, for October
2009 is only ~8% of that observed by
MODIS for January/February 2014.
This difference is a result of seasonal
shifts in the location of biomass
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burning. This shift should, however, be represented within the POLMIP CTMs (albeit, for 1 year after the Rex et al.
[2014] cruise). Differences in the ENSO conditions between 2008 and 2014 must also be considered. The
Multivariate ENSO Index for CONTRAST during January/February 2014 was neutral, whereas the Rex et al. [2014]
study took place during a moderately strong El Niño event at the end of 2009 [Wolter and Timlin, 2011]. The
expected ENSO-induced changes in O3 are counter to what we would expect to explain this discrepancy.
Suppressed convection in the TWP during an El Niño event would enable O3 to build to higher concentrations
than normal [Ziemke et al., 2010]. Furthermore, increased stratosphere-to-troposphere exchange following an El
Niño event should increase O3 in the upper troposphere [Zeng and Pyle, 2005]. However, Rex et al. [2014] observed
much lower O3 during October 2009 than we observed during the neutral ENSO conditions in 2014. Hence,
interannual effects most commonly associated with tropospheric composition do not readily explain the
differences in observed O3 and calculated OH24 HR between Rex et al. [2014] and this study.

4. Conclusions
Box model calculations of OH were performed for the CONTRAST campaign that occurred in the TWP during
January–February 2014 using the NSF/NCAR GV aircraft. The DSMACC box model was constrained to measurements of O3, CO, NO, HCHO, H2O, C3H8, CH4, C5H8, CH3COCH3, CH3OH, CH3CHO, J(O1D), and J(NO2).
Comparisons and additional box model simulations were conducted to understand the differences between
the measurement-inferred GV OH and OH from CAM-chem-SD and POLMIP CTM simulations.
We ﬁnd that OHCOL calculated by the CAM-chem-SD model using 2014 meteorology agrees remarkably well
—to within 1%—with OHCOL inferred from the GV observations after accounting for the tendency to sample
clear-sky conditions during the CONTRAST campaign. However, compensating factors lead to this good
agreement. A 26% low bias in CAM-chem-SD OHCOL results from underestimates in NOx throughout the
troposphere, relative to observations. Additionally, CAM-chem-SD overestimates OHCOL by 10% due to
underestimated CH3CHO in the lower troposphere, overestimates OHCOL by 6% due to underestimated CO
throughout the troposphere, and underestimates OHCOL by 4% due to underestimated HCHO. Variations in
OHCOL due to O3 and H2O arise from differences in the precise geographical location of high O3/low H2O
(HOLW) structures [Pan et al., 2015; Anderson et al., 2016], which cannot be perfectly reproduced by
global models.
An analysis of chemical ﬁelds within the POLMIP CTM archive (using 2008 meteorology) [Emmons et al., 2015]
and GV OH revealed that observationally based GV OHCOL was 40% larger than the POLMIP multimodel
mean. About 15% of this difference was attributed to a clear-sky sampling bias of the CONTRAST GV, and
another 6.5% may be due to the tendency of the DSMACC chemical mechanism to report higher levels of
OH than found within CAM-chem-SD. As a result, differences in precursor ﬁelds lead to GV OHCOL being
~20% larger than the POLMIP multimodel mean value. As with the CAM-chem-SD analysis, NOx is the single
most important precursor ﬁeld for OH. Observed NOx was nearly a factor of 2 larger than found within
POLMIP CTMs for the middle and lower troposphere, resulting in higher levels of OH when constrained to
GV observations due to secondary production of OH. All of the POLMIP CTMs severely underestimate the
observed proﬁle of acetaldehyde (CH3CHO), due either to the neglect of ocean emission of this compound
or a misrepresentation of either primary or secondary atmospheric production. Consistent with the analysis
of tropical ground-based observations from Cape Verde [Read et al., 2012], we show that the improvement of
model representation of CH3CHO will likely suppress OH in the lower troposphere, due to the highly reactive
nature of this compound.
We ﬁnd no evidence for suppressed levels of OH in the TWP. Mean values of [OH24 HR] remain above
2 × 106 cm3 (mixing ratio of ~0.1 ppt) throughout the TWP troposphere. Our measurements of O3 reached
a minimum of ~20 ppb, and as a result, the primary production of HOx was not anomalously low in the
TWP. A possible explanation for the marked difference in [OH24 HR] at the 500 hPa level of the TWP reported
here and that given by Rex et al. [2014] is that the O3 mixing ratio minimum of Rex et al. [2014] was biased low,
due to their ozonesonde calibration procedure [Newton et al., 2016]. Finally, the extremely low concentrations
of NO tied to the TWP by Gao et al. [2014] were rarely observed during CONTRAST. Rather, the abundance of
NOx inferred from CONTRAST NO was more than a factor of 2 higher than found within either CAM-chem-SD
or the POLMIP CTMs, perhaps due to improper representation of outﬂow from regions of active biomass
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burning [Anderson et al., 2016] in these global models. The high levels of NO observed in the tropical
troposphere during CONTRAST sustain larger values of OH than found within global models, due to the
recycling of HO2.
While this new observationally constrained estimate of OH may help global models that run active chemistry
evaluate their simulations of OH, it should be noted that our study does not resolve a present dilemma
regarding the oxidative capacity of the troposphere. The majority of global models calculate values of τ CH4
about 1.75 years smaller [Naik et al., 2013] than the current best empirical estimate of τ CH4 (11.2 ± 1.3 years,
due to loss by reaction with tropospheric OH only) [Prather et al., 2012]. If our ﬁnding that [OH] within global
models is too low due to an underestimate of observed NOx happens to hold for other regions of the tropics,
then the discrepancy between τ CH4 found by global models and that inferred from measurements of CH3CCl3
could grow. However, our results are representative of a small region of the globe. While they are positioned
within the crucial tropical band, they may not be representative of global model calculations of OH. The
planned airborne measurements of OH, NOx, NOy, H2O, CH4, O3, HCHO, actinic ﬂux, and many other species
of interest by the upcoming NASA Atmospheric Tomography Mission (ATom) over numerous tropical oceanic
regions [NOAA, 2014] will shed important new light on the oxidative capacity of the tropical troposphere.
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